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FROM THE

DESK OF...

Ritesh Singh
General Manager
LATICRETE Middle East and Africa

R

amadan Kareem, we wish you all the blessings of the holy month
and a prosperous Eid in advance. I hope everyone stays healthy
and safe during this period.
The first quarter of 2021 started with a fair amount of excitement for
the LATICRETE Middle East!
I’m very excited about the promotion of Faisal Saleem to President &
COO of the LATICRETE International Division! Hearty congratulations to
Mr. Faisal, you have done an exceptional job for many years, and you
deserve the recognition and responsibility of the position. Best wishes
for continued success in your career.
As we step into the second quarter of 2021, it is with great joy that I
announce Laticrete has once again been recognized with DCL (Dubai
Central Laboratories) certification. It helps us improve continuously,
demonstrates compliance with Dubai municipality and other
regulations, giving us added advantage over competing products.
We can reassure our customers that with LATICRETE, they will always
receive proven solutions.
Although we are still fighting a pandemic, we abide by the UAE
Government’s goal to achieve a coronavirus-free society; 76% of
the LMEA staff got vaccinated, and the process is still going on. The
vaccination drive is in line with the Ministry’s plan to provide the
vaccine to all members of society and acquire immunity, which will
help reduce the number of cases and control the spread of the virus.
Fortunately, our business has not been affected by it. We have a lot
of exciting projects coming up. In addition to that, LATICRETE flooring
products have received lots of positive feedback from the customers.
I am glad to remind you that we have launched the LATICRETE MEA
mobile app on Android. Kindly download the app and send your
feedback and suggestions. It will help us to enhance the experience.
We are looking forward to achieving more milestones in the next
quarter of 2021.
AHLAN LATICRETE Newsletter - Ed. 26
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LATICRETE Names Faisal Saleem President & COO, International Division

W

e’re excited to announce the promotion of Faisal
Saleem to President & COO of the LATICRETE
International Division! Assuming the full P&L and
market development activity of the division, Saleem will report
to LATICRETE CEO Patrick Millot. In his new role, Saleem will
spearhead organizational development, strategic planning,
leadership development, mergers and acquisitions, and the
expansion into new geographic locations. Saleem succeeds Erno
de Brujin who is pursuing new opportunities after an outstanding
career with LATICRETE.
“Faisal’s promotion comes from the unique impact he’s made on
LATICRETE in his 21 years of experience with the company. He is
a strategic leader who articulates a bold vision and implements
with great success; at the same time he stays grounded in
financial information that levers the company’s performance.
He is very committed and passionate in developing, coaching
and empowering his team members to deliver their best,” said
Patrick Millot, CEO of LATICRETE.
“His career growth is a testimony to the capacity of LATICRETE
to develop its leaders. Faisal’s track record of success coupled
with his tenure within LATICRETE is living proof that he shares
the vision of our founders and will take our company to new
heights,” said David Rothberg, Chairman of LATICRETE.
“I am very excited and honored with this opportunity. My vision
is to expand our existing companies and plant the LATICRETE
flag in all major countries of the world in the coming years,”
commented Faisal on his new role.
Saleem moved to the LATICRETE Corporate Headquarters
in Bethany, Connecticut, in 2006 and since then has held
several positions in the International Division, including Director
International Technical Services, Senior Director International
Business Development. Most recently as Vice President of the
International Division, he was a key player and instrumental
in growing LATICRETE from four to 17 operating companies
worldwide.
Originally from India, Saleem worked for a LATICRETE distributor
in Saudi Arabia before joining LATICRETE in 2000. As one of
the critical stakeholders who built, supported and grew the
MYK LATICRETE India joint venture set up in India in 2000, he

was responsible for the significant growth that resulted in
four plants, 22 offices and the addition of more than 600
employees.
Saleem graduated from Osmania University in Civil
Engineering and also attended the General Management
Program at Harvard Business School. In addition to serving
as the President and COO of the LATICRETE International
Division, he also sits on the Board of Directors of several
LATICRETE companies across the globe and is a member of
Young Presidents Organization (YPO). He resides in Cheshire,
Connecticut, with his wife Nusheen and sons Daniyal and
Danish.

Left to Right: Ritesh Singh GM Middle East & Africa with Faisal Saleem
President & COO, International Division.
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Congratulations on completing 10 & 5 years with LATICRETE Middle East!
We are proud to have colleagues who have
spent a better part of their professional
careers with LATICRETE Middle East. We
appreciate the faith they have bestowed us
with and are proud to have them be a part
of our LATICRETE Family!

SUCCESSFULLY
COMPLETED
10 YEARS IN MEA
JOYNAL A.I. KHALIL
MOHAMMAD TOHA
GOPAL SAIMVAL MASIH

SUCCESSFULLY
COMPLETED
5 YEARS IN MEA
CLINTON LAZARUS
RITESH SINGH
CHERRY ROSE PALAYABAN
HUSAIN M.S. RASHED
HANEEFA KALADI
BALRAJ JETTI
KUMAR SWAMY
JOBY THOMAS

AHLAN LATICRETE Newsletter - Ed. 26
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New Team Members in MEA
JOSE ARNOCO - AREA SALES MANAGER, UAE
TILAK GIRI - AREA SALES MANAGER, UAE
MUNEER FAHAD - TECHNICAL SALES EXECUTIVE, KSA
AMAR ALI - OPERATOR-PRODUCTION, UAE
MO DAUD - OPERATOR-PRODUCTION, UAE
FAITH MUTHEU MUSYOKI - SENIOR ACCOUNTS EXECUTIVE, AFRICA

Congratulations to our retail partner Ayesha Building Materials
The LATICRETE team attended and congratulated our precious retailer Aysha Building Materials Trading LLC,
on the occasion of their new showroom opening ceremony at Fujairah - United Arab Emirates.
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# OngoingProjects@LMEA # ProjectReferences@LMEA

The floor of the sports showroom is
being beautified with LEVEL DL PLUS.
Check out this ongoing flooring application with LEVEL DL Plus for
Sportswear showroom, Dubai. Level DL Plus is a premium quality
self-leveling, fast-drying, wear surface topping.

This Hotel in Dubai used
LEVEL (self-leveling
underlayment) to renovate
their corridor area before
carpet installation.
LEVEL (Features & Benefits)

AHLAN LATICRETE Newsletter - Ed. 26

▪

Cement-based

▪

Easy-to-use

▪

Self-leveling underlayment

▪

Designed for use over various substrates,
including concrete and ceramic tile.

▪

Provides a smooth and flat surface
on which finished floor goods can be
installed.
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LATICRETE® Quartz (Blue Moon) Flooring Solution
being applied for a pet shop.
LATICRETE® Blended Quartz are composed of uniformly shaped and sized color
quartz granules color-coated with a UV stable urethane coating.

LATICRETE® Flow EP floor coating being
applied for a private office floor in Dubai.
Flow EP is based on a special epoxy resin and curing agent combination.
It provides high gloss, high abrasion resistance, high compressive strength
and a chemically resistance floor topping. It is safer for the environment
due to very low VOC and therefore highly recommended. Available in large
number of colors.
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# Training@LMEA
Training at RAK
Ceramics - Dubai
A customized training program
with our ‘product installation
partner’ Rak Ceramics was held
at their office in Dubai.
This training program was
organized into two sessions
and conducted by Meher
Mukherjee - Manager Technical
Services and Swati Singh
Jadon - Business Development
Representative.

Training for ABC
Group Sales team
A customized training program
was conducted for the ABC group
held at LATICRETE training
room - Ras Al Khaimah. They are
one of the most valuable global
brands in Tiles, Sanitary wares,
and Bathroom fittings.

Waterproofing
Demonstration for a
landscaping and pool
contractor
Application demo with the products
9235 Waterproofing Membrane,
302 Waterproofing Slurry, and Aqua
Barrier for the applicator team of
Almeyah Alshabiah - Dubai.

AHLAN LATICRETE Newsletter - Ed. 26
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Africa

Stellar Grout application for a
residential project at Kenya
Stellar Grout application by our local Distributor in Limuru,
Kenya. STELLAR™ Grout is an advanced professional-grade,
single component ready to use grout that delivers superior
color uniformity combined with excellent stain resistance.

Tile installation mock-up in a project site, Kenya.
Demonstration of installing the products 325 Premium Tile Adhesive, Stellar Grout,
302 Waterproofing & Latafinish Wall Putty for a residential project at Nairobi,
Kenya

Distributor Sales Staff
Training in Nairobi.
Kennedy Munyendo conducted a
customized training program in tile and
stone installation systems for the sales
team of our distributor.
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Global
A Beautiful Project done with
LATICRETE Installation system

Left to Right: Patrick Millot, CEO of LATICRETE with Ed Metcalf and Ron Nash

Big News! The next generation of leadership is ready to
step up at LATICRETE North America.
As of July 1, 2021, after an outstanding
35-year career with LATICRETE, Ed Metcalf,
current President of LATICRETE North America
will step down and assume the role of
Special Advisor. He will transition the position
of President to Ron Nash, the current Senior
Vice President of Sales & Marketing North
America.
“Ron epitomizes the best of LATICRETE’s
continuous focus on development and

grooming of the next generation of
leaders within our own corporate family.
His energy, loyalty to our customers, and
passion for growth have and will continue
to serve our company well. When Ed
leaves us later this year, we will miss his
leadership but are equally excited about
what lies ahead for him as he embarks on
a new chapter of his life.” - Patrick Millot,
CEO of LATICRETE

Erin Albrecht, Owner of J & R Tile, Inc. in
San Antonio, TX, USA shared some finished
pictures of their recent GPT (Gaged Porcelain
Tile) project.
Products Used: HYDRO BAN® for crack
isolation and 257 TITANIUM™ thinset

LATICRETE® METALLIC polyaspartic
flooring project done for Aravaipa
Running in Phoenix, Arizona, USA.
To learn more about this system visit > www.laticrete.com

AHLAN LATICRETE Newsletter - Ed. 26
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Global
Bringing the Old into a Brand
New Modern Development
Chiller Plant District Cooling Station
The goal: Build an innovative, sustainable, district
cooling facility as part of a new, high-profile mixeduse neighborhood in Tampa, Florida.
The challenge: Capture the historic look of the city’s
cigar heritage in the new buildings modern design
while keeping the thin veneer brick from falling off
the 33-foot (10m) tall screen wall.
The solution: “We knew that with a project of this
size, only LATICRETE® products could guarantee that
the brick would stay in place and not fail to adhere to
the wall.” - Bob DiPietro, FSS Company

Pushing the Boundaries with Bold and Whimsical Designs
Woman-Owned Allison Eden Studios-radiates individuality and beauty throughout
her work to make a splash in the tile trade.

“In today’s world, creativity has seemed to disappear and people
are missing out on the beauty of what is right in front of them. I’ve
committed myself to bringing this creativity alive through my work
– I love my work so much, I could eat it!” said Allison Eden.
In any industry, it takes someone special to push the boundaries
and do the complete opposite of what is considered the ‘norm.’
After accidentally stumbling upon a tile shop while in college
more than 25 years ago, Allison was inspired and started her
career opening Allisoneden Studios , the most unique and intricate
contemporary glass house that specializes in handmade mosaic art
and custom glass tile for interior design in New York City.
Known for her eclectic, colorful and whimsical designs, Eden’s
work can be found in leading residential and hospitality projects
around the globe. All of her pieces are hand crafted by skilled glass
artisans, meaning no two pieces are alike and there is zero pattern
repeat, which ensures each piece is a true work of original art.
Since the early 1990s, the woman-run business owner has only
specified LATICRETE® products for her projects; both for residential
and commercial applications. When she first started in the tile
trade, we were one of her biggest supporters. To complement her
high-fashion aesthetic, Eden regularly uses LATICRETE products
such as SPECTRALOCK® PRO Premium Translucent Grout*,

12

SPECTRALOCK DAZZLE™ and PERMACOLOR® Select^ AnyColor™ which
offers her the ability to custom match nearly any color in the Benjamin
Moore® and Sherwin-Williams® palettes for the ultimate one-of-a-kind design.
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Installation of Printed Panels
Check out this special shower project! LATICRETE Technical Sales Rep,
Chris Stenhouse, recently visited tiler Stefano Marando from Borgia Marble
on-site to have a look at these printed 1m x 500mm x 6mm panels, built
by Level Developments and installed using 254 adhesive.

254 adhesive is the ultimate one-step, polymer fortified, thin-set
mortar for interior and exterior installation of ceramic tile, stone,
quarry tile, pavers, and brick. 254 adhesive, designed to just mix
with water, has a long open time with unsurpassed adhesion and
workability. May be mixed with PERMACOLOR® Select pigment
packs for a coloured adhesive. Click here for more product information
and to view/download the Product Data Sheet.

Fox Lane Street-scape Completed
The team from Ally Civil has laid their final touches on the
streetscape at the recently shared Fox Lane project in Ashfield,
NSW. The 600m2 area features brick pavers and has been installed
using a full LATICRETE “Extra Heavy Duty” Streetscape system.
LATICRETE products in this system are recommended for the
installation of ceramic tile, concrete paver, and natural stone
where an “Extra Heavy Duty” installation that is required normally
associated with transitways, roads, footpaths, and streetscapes.
These systems are particularly suited to roads and areas required
to handle heavy vehicular traffic.

AHLAN LATICRETE Newsletter - Ed. 26
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AL ZAHIA
CITY CENTRE

Client : Majid Al Futtaim
Consultant : Khatib & Alami - Consolidated Engineering Company
Contractor: Consolidated Contractors Company (CCC)
Stone fixing Contractor : Elite Marble & Granite
Location: Sharjah, United Arab Emirates

Photo Credit: Arabianbusiness
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The Background
City Centre Al Zahia’s unrivaled variety of retail,
leisure, dining, and entertainment options,
along with its ease of access and strategic
location, ensures that it becomes the central
everyday destination to which residents and
visitors will continually return.

City Centre Al Zahia is groundbreaking from
the very entrance; a beautiful canopy overhead
sets the scene for a landmark destination.
The mix of new and established brands, the
range of leisure offerings, its meticulous layout
superbly designed to reinforce the visitor’s
experience underlines its ambition to be the
number one attraction offering a flawless
balance of public spaces and commercial areas.

City Centre Al Zahia will feature a two-level
dining district integrated within a sequence of
intentionally designed public spaces of lush
landscaping, water features, and sculptured art
installations that allude to the rich traditions
of Sharjah’s artistry. It will also offer an
impressive fashion and lifestyle retail mix and
AHLAN LATICRETE Newsletter - Ed. 26

leisure and entertainment, a state-of-theart cinema experience, and a world of
activities for children.

The project consultant was Khatib & Alami
Consolidated Engineering Company. The
main contractor was Consolidated Contractors
International, and the sub-contractor was Elite
Marble & Granite for the tile & installation

Al-Khatib & Alami foster a culture based on
employee empowerment through improved
learning, capability building, and knowledge
sharing. Leveraging solid training and early
access to the latest technologies and trends
ensures that their globally-integrated and
multidisciplinary teams are fully equipped.

Consolidated Contractors Company (CCC)
is a leading diversified company carrying
out construction, engineering, procurement,
development, and investment activities
internationally. Founded in 1952, this
privately held company offers commercial

project
management,
engineering, procurement, and construction
services.

Elite Marble & Granite offers quality products
and artistry from master artisans with a team
of professionals dedicated to serving. They
offer a wide selection of granite, marble,
quartz, and travertine from all over the world,
and they specialize in countertops, floor
coverings, cladding, renovations, kitchen,
bathroom cabinets, and bathroom with elite
marble & granite.

LATICRETE provided installation products
for tiles and stones, including the product’s
essential floors and walls.
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The Challenge
The client’s most critical need was an
installation system that could last a long
time and avoid complications associated with
maintenance.

A significant challenge was to convince the
project management team to use the most
suitable LATICRETE products to install marble
and granite. The other challenge was preparing
the substrate and maintaining the required
temperature during installation.

1776 Grout Enhancer, and 190 Sealer for the
various applications spread across different
floors.

LATAPOXY 300 Adhesive is a chemical
resistant, epoxy adhesive that will bond
to most sound, clean surfaces. Adhesive
spreads easily and cleans with water while
fresh. LATAPOXY 300 Adhesive is a factoryproportioned kit consisting of epoxy resin,
hardener and chemical resistant silica filler.

1600 Unsanded grout is a premium, factory
prepared, polymer fortified unsanded Portland
cement grout designed to be mixed with water.
Formulated from a blend of high strength
Portland cement, graded aggregates, polymers
and color-fast pigments, it provides a grout
joint that is dense, hard and durable.

1776 Grout Admix Plus designed for use with
1500 & 1600 series of grouts, can improve
the performance of Portland cement grouts

LATICRETE team explained the products’
features to the project team and made the site
team aware of the correct installation methods
by demonstrating the installation methods,
precautions, and procedures.

The LATICRETE Solutions
LATICRETE has accomplished many successful
projects similar to this commercial project in
the past. It was one of the criteria for selecting
LATICRETE products for this project. This was a
large-scale project with around 26,000 square
meters of installation using LATAPOXY® 300
Epoxy Adhesive, 1600 Unsanded Grout with
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190 Sealer, commonly used for porous surfaces, is an
invisible, penetrating sealer that protects against stains,
soiling, discoloration and efflorescence.

The Outcome

In March 2021, Majid Al Futtaim officially opened City Centre
Al Zahia as their 28th shopping mall in the Middle East, its
newest lifestyle and retail experience in the Northern Emirates
and this iconic project was completed with the loyalty of the
LATICRETE installation system.

Collaborating with a technically expert project team was a
great experience. We are confident that we have been able
to work with the entire project team to meet their needs
magnificently and successfully as intended.

Hemant Patel - Area Sales Manager and his team with the
technical & specification team tirelessly worked on this
project to explain, demonstrate to the project team, and help
the installation team to achieve the required result for the
successful installation. We made sure we were on call to lend
a hand at any given time.

“The LATICRETE team was entirely dedicated to the project,
which helped us get things done faster and save time.” Said
Mr. Zainul - Project Manager - Elite Marble.

AHLAN LATICRETE Newsletter - Ed. 26
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Heavy Duty Mortar Beds
and Renders
The use of Heavy Duty Mortar Beds and Renders in
modern-day tile and stone installation
Article Courtesy : laticreteaustralia.blogspot.com

ith the tile and stone installation industry forever evolving, it is
W
essential that the installation materials and methods develop
accordingly. There are a number of contributing factors that can lead to

a failure of a tile and stone install, however one of the largest causes of
defects is incorrect surface preparation. With the weight and size of tile
installations on the rise, it is critical that the surfaces adhered to be prepared
with the correct products to ensure a successful and lasting project.
As technology and fashion dictate a greater use of large format and thinner
ceramic & stone tile, dimensional tolerances, and other surface preparation
requirements increase. For without such tolerances and preparation, it is
difficult to successfully install these tiles from both a technical and aesthetic
prospective.
Throughout the years a common method of installing renders or mortar
beds has been with the use of sand and Portland cement mixes. Typically
these mixes are done on-site at a ratio decided by the contractor, with
minimal water added to make the material formable. There are a number
of issues that lead to failure from this material being used in modern-day
installations. They include but are not limited to;
1) Inconsistent and/or poor quality of raw materials;
2) Poor blending of powders and;
3) Application of the material in areas subject to load-bearing or heavy-duty
wearing.
There may be circumstances where a sand and cement screed mix may
suffice, however, it is important to understand the situations in which you

need to move to a stronger alternative.
The more traditional method of dimensionally correcting surfaces with nonproprietary screeds and renders has its technical limitations and time delays.
As well as variation in the raw materials delivered to site and site mixing
variation, once produced they may not be structurally sound enough for the
proposed installation category, have the ability to work in thin section or be
able to be worked over in relatively short periods of time.
At LATICRETE, we offer two products to provide lasting results for your mortar
bed or render. 3701 Fortified Mortar Bed, is a polymer fortified blend of
carefully selected polymers, Portland cement and graded aggregates. Without
the need for a latex admix, 3701 Fortified Mortar Bed simply mixes with
water for an exceptional strength mortar bed or render.
Furthermore, the use of 226 Thick Bed Mortar mixed with 3701 Mortar
Admix is the complete solution for lasting stone and tile installations. When
mixed with 3701 Mortar Admix, 226 Thick Bed Mortar boasts an impressive
compressive strength ranging from 33.8 - 34.5 Mpa. Without the use of onsite blending of powders, LATICRETE premixed mortar beds ensure a consistent
and strong mix. These products are both designed to withstand extra-heavy
duty installations, even when applied to as little as feather edge thickness.
Understanding the product needed for your project is fundamental in creating
a lasting installation. Please visit out website / Consult LATICRETE technical
service, for more information on LATICRETE Thick-Bed Mortars & Screed.
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NOW EXCLUSIVELY
AVAILABLE ON
AMAZON AND NOON
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LATICRETE MEA
MOBILE APP

Scan to download

“YOU HAVE
THE SOLUTIONS
AT YOUR
FINGERTIPS…”
Download and
Experience Now

Surface Preparation
Waterproofing
Sound Control Mat
Adhesives
Grouts
Cleaners and Sealers
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